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D. W. Smith’s New Book “Tales from Rattlesnake Gulch” is a Fascinating and
Entertaining Collection of Short Stories Filled with Wonderful Depictions for
Readers to Enjoy

Recent release “Tales from Rattlesnake Gulch” from Page Publishing author D. W. Smith is a
rousing book punctuating enthralling moments of magic, allure, and mystery.

SAN ANTONIO, N.M. (PRWEB) March 13, 2018 -- D. W. Smith, a retired home builder skilled crafting in
wood, steel, and concrete, a loving father, and a dedicated writer with a unique perspective and humor, has
completed his new book “Tales from Rattlesnake Gulch”: an absorbing compilation of riveting stories ranging
from strange to otherworldly.

Author Smith showcases an amusing way of plotting twists to his narratives: “As I began to read what was
written on those pages, I was taken aback. Nor did I get a clear picture of what they were. Two were probably a
diary that gave personal accounts of world events and observations, as they were happening. The writer cited
news media of things like the Cuban Missile Crisis, the Kennedy assassination, men’s walk on the moon,
elections, the Murrah Bomb in OKC, both
the Twin Tower things, and numerous other events. There were personal accounts of the writer, his wife, and
his children, punctuated now and then with a poem, essay, or antidote.”

Published by New York City-based Page Publishing, D. W. Smith’s bewitching book unveils life as a fleeting
moment of existence filled with amazing stores worth sharing, whether true or just for a show.

Readers who wish to experience this consuming work can purchase “Tales from Rattlesnake Gulch” at
bookstores everywhere, or online at the Apple iTunes store, Amazon, Google Play, or Barnes and Noble.

For additional information or media inquiries, contact Page Publishing at 866-315-2708.

About Page Publishing:

Page Publishing is a traditional New York based full-service publishing house that handles all of the intricacies
involved in publishing its authors’ books, including distribution in the world’s largest retail outlets and royalty
generation. Page Publishing knows that authors need to be free to create - not bogged down with complicated
business issues like eBook conversion, establishing wholesale accounts, insurance, shipping, taxes and the like.
Its roster of authors can leave behind these tedious, complex and time-consuming issues, and focus on their
passion: writing and creating. Learn more at www.pagepublishing.com.
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Contact Information
Nichole Hoffman
Page Publishing
http://www.pagepublishing.com
+1 18663152708 Ext: 8283

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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